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Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
Welcome, thank you all for comming. Thank you George and Kostas for setting up the space outside. I’m Eveline Vervoort, I gave an online Lecture 6 weeks ago, about Design Thinking.I have a masters in Industrial Design, and worked as a UX researcher and Service Designer, where I gained a lot of insights/experience how2 use Design Thinking in the field. Now I am a teacher at Fontys PULSED academy, located in the Eindhoven, the Netherlands.



Today.

Give you a taste of Design Thinking
Practical tools to get started
Try it out yourself with a group 
I go fast..

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
You don’t need the screen, but because I had it already I will use it for myself as a guide. Feel free to ask a question if I go to fast, discussion I want to bring at the end.



How to kick off 
a creative 
innovation 
process?

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
So when you look at the tittle. How2; you need to experience it by yourself, if I would only tell you remember less. We at PULSED say: learn by doing..Today I will give you A way.. Not the way. And I will try to give a more practical hands on info, maybe I go too quick, feel free to approach me at the end..



How to kick off 
a creative 
innovation 
process?

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
So we talk about kick.. Image you have a ball.Without any force/influence it will stay at his place..Because of gravity.. You need to give it energy in order to get it moving (draw forces). Kick. Sudden movements. Imagine you work at a company, or have a student project. The ball is your project. If one of you give it a soft touch, it will moves a bit and stops.. If you want to achieve something, you need more.. Join forces



How to kick off
a creative 
innovation 
process?

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
Go away.. (of a cliff.. ) into the unknown. Dark. Can be scary. But waiting or keep on talking aboutr it doesn’t bring you much further



How to kick off 
a creative
innovation
process?

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
Why creative? Why innovation? Not needed everywhere, sometime a simple solution, straigth forward, is already good enough. It’s unknown, it’s new.. Answer is not there yetBut for today I focus on challenge/project which are more complex. New. New technologies emerge, we are in transition everywhere. The world is changing fast, we face complicated challenges, multidisciplinair



How to kick off 
a creative 
innovation 
process?

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
How?Process, can be for a project a challenge.. Something needs to happen. But where to start? Who to ask? When? Where? How? Etc.Dedicated time is important.



How to kick off 
a creative 
innovation 
process?

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
What often happends at companies is.. One person trys a lot, good intentions, but you miss connection/availability of people/resources



Design
Thinking

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
The answer in how to approach this, for me, is Design Thinking.A couple of lectures from yesterday already talked about it.I hope you remember anything from the online lecture.. I’m not diving into it again, but I will use the 5 steps of design thinking.It’s a HUMAN Centred approach, learn by doing, fail fast by iterating, try it a lot of times = tested added valueHolistic approach, cross disciplinairy. 



Double Diamond.

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
Draw DT double diamond, a phase a lot of tools available..



Let’s first 
connect.

Line up by birthday (everyone):
1. Starting on January 1st 
2. Ending on December 31st

3. Say “hi” to your new neighbour

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
You are human, you work with people. If you want to achieve something (in a complex world) you need to work togehter....So is standing is fun, but to accomplish something, you need to work togehter..



Let’s have a 
more deeper
connection.

1. Find your group
2. Quickly introduce yourself
3. Agree about your team name

Max

5
min

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
Check your number on your coloured card you get, I join your new team.



If you want 
to go fast, go 
alone, if you 

want to go 
far, go 

together.

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
Like the africans say: If you want to go fast, go alone, if you want to go far, go together”. African Proverb To make sure you get some practical understand how to kick off an creative innovative project.. Let’s pic a topic..



How to kick off 
a creative 
innovation 
process?

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
To answer this today.. I want to share you a 1-10-100 method used at the University of Eindhoven.Draw 1-10-100, this 1 day is a pressure coocker. Has simularities of a hackathon (often multiple days).It’s about dedicated time, focus, availale.



Example
of a 
Detailed
Pressure
Cooker 
Planning.

Time slot Activity Design Thinking
09:00 – 09:40 Introduction topic Empathize
09:40 – 11:00 Empathize Empathize

11:00 – 12:00 Define Define

12:00 – 13:00 Lunch -

13:00 – 14:00 Ideate 1 + 2 Ideate

14:00 – 14:10 Inspiration company Ideate

14:10 – 14:45 Ideate 3 + Select ideas Ideate

14:45 – 15:00 Break -

15:00 – 15:20 Develop concept Prototype

15:20 – 16:00 Build 2 prototypes Prototype

16:00 – 17:00 Pitch carrousel + wrap up Test

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
Let them know; I will be pushing today, to get the best result of the time we have together.How: real users, real context, immerse, collect, align, involve, change culture, create focus, manage expectations, get more concrete valuable input from each other, start doing instead of talking..Explain parking poster!



Topic for 
today: plastic 
waste.

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
Hold up the ball. Ideal toy, cheap, strong.. Fun.. Practical.. Etc.. But you know the downside of the material..It is an example of a complex issue, because you have multiple interests, needs, realities, history, etc..If you prefer another topic. Feel free..



Let’s get 
active.

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
When ever you work with someone new in the group, it is good to have a common ground. Break the ice.. Have a laugh.. So every team make duo’s, each duo write on an A4 your first thought/feeling about plastic waste..Wait: put one hand at your back. And try to fold together a paper airplane without using your hand on your back.



Let’s start to kick off your
creative innovation process!

Follow the instructions step by step
Please hurry up..

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
So you have your team arranged for the whole day, you have some connection, time and a vague topic. What is the first thing to do..



Double Diamond.

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
Show diamond, highlight empathyse.. Migle.. Dive into the topic (today, waaaayyy toooo quick). First focus on the problem, what is the unspoken unmet needs?(you are not looking for an answer: that is already on the surface and tackled?)You need to start to understand the context, the real people, their feelings / thoughts.First ground yourself.. I take my shoes off.. Stand with your feed in the mud.. You need to get this beginners mind, so forget what you put on the airplane. It is not about you, it is about the users (which are experts on their own experiences)Diverge, open, unbiased, collect diverse insights, mulitple angles from multidisciplinairy multicultural peopleMigle between the people. Don’t have the feeling to stand above them..



First action:
Empathise.

- 3 persons do interview
- others do foto-safari

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
How2 dive into the topic.. (today, waaaayyy toooo quick). But let’s try.. During empathising you need to be OPEN (put on sunglasses, go out), beginners mind, don’t judge.You need to practice this, it’s hard, even for me.. With 10 years of field experience. So 3 people will go out, out of this theatre, ask people on the street or this university building..In order to understand the context and the feeling, you can also observe. What is out their already? What is the surrounding of the users..Diverge, open, unbiased, collect diverse insights, mulitple angles from multidisciplinairy multicultural people



Interview:
Fill in empathy 
map.

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
For the interview: please take the template, one person will talk, what often helps is to fill it in together.My students can help you out. It is an open-ended interview. So use the questions as inspiration. But try to look for personal stories, feelings, thoughts, pains and gains. Please build up, start more general and go more personal.. And dig deeper with the why why why.On purpose I use markers to avoid you write long sentences. During DT it is important to caputure, which does not mean you write down everything. But you make sure all your insights a visable.



Foto safari:
capture the 
world.

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
Go out, take pictures, observe well.. Find offline/online pictures, inspiration.. 



First action:
Empathise.

- Collect & capture insights:
- Interview
- Foto-safari

- Be back in 10 min

Max

10
min

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
Listen to this noise, it’s a sign to come back. Be back at 9:55?



First action:
Empathise.

- Welcome back
- How did it go?

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
Welcome back, were you open? Unbiasedf? Collected new insights? Find multiple angles?Please make sure you note down you main insight on the template. Often straight after you did an interview, the most important insight is top of mind.



Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
Often in companie, when you start, not everyone is on the same page why this project is important. It is nice to talke with everyone, but why spend money/time on this.. Then the urgency template helps. So grap this template and try to fill it in togehter.Please use the insights you gathered/observed to fill in this templateMention the 4 questions.Now: Drive fossil carsPast: Riding on horses / paard en wagenFuture: flying cars, magnetic trainsPrevent: to much greenhouses, distruction of the planet, road blocked with cars….serious stuff. Unhealth people.  Mention the 2 ways of collecting information (10 minutes collecting).Interview an expertGrey literature search (google and ChatGPT)Divide tasks  who is going to interview (1 student) and who is going to Google and ChatGPT.



Double Diamond.

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
After collecting all insights. Have the team feel the urgency,.. And you went as broad as possible (within the given frame) It is good to focus. This is not THE focus, but A focus, you will iterate (point out 1-10-100), so don’t be afraid to make a wrong decision here. It’s rich to find out the first day if something is the wrong direction.



Second action:
Define.

- Gather & share all your insights and 
zoom out

- Write down the main issues you would 
like to tackle the next half an hour

- Choose one 

- Fill in the How-Might-We question
template

Max

5
min

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
By grouping the insights, looking for paterns, prioritising the needs and wishes, you have to decide where to focus on (put on critical glasses). During this 1 day workshop, ofcourse you are not an expert yet, but you have a feeling. In order to fail fast, dare to make fast decisions for now. It doesn’t need to be perfect decisions, something is better then nothing.



Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
We often use the How-Might-We question for this.. Please check the last template..Source: https://swetagupta19.medium.com/what-is-how-might-we-c4bb3e420d3a



Second action:
Define.

- Gather & share all your insights and 
zoom out

- Write down the main issues you would 
like to tackle the next half an hour

- Choose one 

- Fill in the How-Might-We question
template

Max

5
min

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
Try to write down a sentence, don’t overthink the wording please! A this point, it shouldn’t be too perfect. Because you will kill this darling for sure (there is not such thing as first time right, it’s rare).It doesn’t need to be perfect decisions, something is better then nothing.



Double Diamond.

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
Know you have a framed problem. Clear scope, based on a real need.It’s time to take of the critical glass, and start diverging again.. We go into the solution space.



Brainstorm rules.

..

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
Do you know the brainstorm rules? Maybe from the online session? These are from ideo. They clearly describe with attitude you need to have during this phase. In order to come up with innovative solutions, you need to go as broad as possible. I won’t dive into creativity too much, because tomorrow morning Elad will this with you.



Third action 
ideate.

- Everyone; fold a new A4 sheet in 
half, 3 times

- Unfold and 
get a marker

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
But have an ideate experience. Based on your how-might-we question. So make sure everyone of your team can see the question.



Let’s 
braindump.

Max

5
min

- Write/draw in each box 1 idea 
(for 4 minutes)

- Mark your favorite

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
But have an ideate experience. With every brainstorm you do, it is important to give time for people to dump their brain. So this is what your will do..Look at your question. And write everything you can think of. Remember, it doesn’t need to make any sense..Markers ready? For now i set the timer on 5 min. And try to come up with an idea in each of your box.. Good luck!



Let’s share & 
inspire.

- Share your favorites

- Combine, expand, update 

- Write down interesting ideas
on post it’s

Max

5
min

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
Now share, quickle. Translate winners on to post-its



Let’s collect.

Max

8
min

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
Get your template..



Let’s collect.

- Arrange all ideas on the Now-
How-Wow matrix

- If needed: update, add, combine 
your ideas

- Select your favorite

Max

5
min

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
Get the Now-How-Wow matrix and try to place them in silent on the right spot..



Double Diamond.

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
Normally I would continue the brainstorm with other tools and tell people to start building on the same day. Crapy prototypes. As quick as possible and go out again to the real context and people to test their prototypes..This is how you gain vaulable insights. In just one day.



Results of a kick-off.

you know each other & real stakeholders/users
everyone on one page
challenge is more focussed
expectations are managed
start doing instead of talking

Overall: it’s a good investment
But still based on a lot of assumptions!

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
Eventually it saves a lot of timeHow: real users, real context, immerse, collect, align, involve, change culture, create focus, manage expectations, get more concrete valuable input from each other, start doing instead of talking..



Wrap up
How was this for you?

Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
So.. As you noticed.. Design thinking is not a science, it can be an art, but for me it is a sport.. Create space / time,Dare to feel safe to try outAnd trust the system, because often it canl feel like you slow down, go back. But you need to trust the proces.It is an investment, but it is proven to be worth it, when act out propperly.



Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
So thank you for your time and active participation: this was me from Fontys PULSED academy. Did you like this and would you like to know more about PULSED: We offer an exchange semester (minor), Master and an Associate Degree program. Check fontyspulsed.com



Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
So thank you for your time and active participation: this was me from Pulsed. Would you like to know / learn more from PULSED, our join us? Please scan this QR code.



Presenter-notities
Presentatienotities
For innovation the end result is unknown. 1-10-100Image source: https://myselfcoachingscholarsjourney.wordpress.com/2018/12/27/expectations-vs-reality/ 
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